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Blue Economy Business Awards 2016

Fields marked with * are mandatory.

Application Form

Please read the Rules of Contest carefully before submitting your application.

The deadline for applications is July 15th, 2016 (18pm UTC +1).

For enquiries regarding the application process, please contact MARE-C1@ec.europa.eu

*
Please briefly describe why you believe that you have excelled in regards to the objectives of the

Blue Economy Business Award:

Between the French island of Corsica and the Italian island of Sardinia lies a

span of sea of extraordinary beauty, rich marine life and unique ecosystems.  

In an effort to protect this area's environmental, cultural and economic

attributes from the serious threat posed by international shipping, the IMO

(International Martitime Organization) declared the Strait of Bonifacio and

surrounding areas "particularly sensitive sea area" ( PSSA), the only area in

the Mediterranean to receive such distinguished status.   In order to satisfy

the prerequisites of a PSSA, a pilotage system was to be instated along with

the adoption of a mandatory traffic separation scheme, promulgation of areas

to be avoided and vessel traffic service.  As the deadline neared for the

pilotage to be implemented, a group of local Pilots from South Corsica and

Northern Sardinia joined forces and took action, despite entirely lacking

financial assistance or logistical support from either local, national or

european governments.  The encouragement and cooperation of the Italian Coast

Guard's General Command and its local Offices proved fundamental, hence with

determination and goodwill, Italian and French Pilots began active service as

the Bonifacio Strait Pilots on July 1, 2014.

*
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*1) Please describe in the following paragraph the  of theoriginality and innovative character
developed product or service developed by the company:

What makes pilotage in the Strait original and innovative is that the

Bonifacio Strait Pilots were initiated by Pilots from different nations, on a

volunteer basis.  French and Italian Pilots united with the common goal of

fullfilling the PSSA and therefore guaranteeing the highest level of

protection possible to such a precious yet treacherous sea area.   

Furthermore,  the Strait of Bonifacio is subject to the 1982 convention of

Montego Bay, whereby Pilotage cannot be imposed or made mandatory. Pilotage in

the Strait is merely strongly reccomended by the IMO. 

*
2) Please describe in the following paragraph the  of the product oreconomic relevance and impact

service of the company at European and international level:

The Sardinian and Corsican economy depend largely on tourism.  Official

studies predict that spillage would cause grave consequences to both the

environment and local economy for several years and the certain extinction of

endemic marine species.  Considering that over 3,200 ships cross through the

Strait of Bonifacio each year,  80% of whom are considered High or Very High

Risk according to the IMO due to the quantity of hydrocarbon they carry on

board, coupled with the complex morphology of the area, intense sea

conditions, strong unpredictable currents, jagged coastline and the presence

of numerous islands, shoals and reefs make it imperative that both nations

take all necessary action in safeguarding this area.  As has been said during

an MEPC (IMO Marine Environmental Protection Committee) "Its dangerousness is

well known, an area in which the Coastal authorities are confined to the role

of spectator , waiting for a maritime accident to happen". 

*

*
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*
3) Please describe in the following paragraph how the service or product of the company has fostered

the :visibility and the image of the blue economy

This project's sole objective is to provide the associative protective measure

(APM) as imposed by the IMO for environmental protection of the only PSSA in

the Mediterranean. International shipping in the Strait is a fact however the

key is maintaining the highest level of safety in order to allow continued

economic growth for the region and for the International shipping community

who accesses the Strait of Bonifacio exclusively as a short cut.  Meaning

that, unlike other marine passage ways such as Gibralter or Panama,

alternative routes are available to shipping companies but crossing through

the Strait constitutes a significant reduction in journey length and fuel

consumption resulting in monetary return. 

*
4) Please describe in the following paragraph how the product or service of the company has promoted c

:ross-sectoral and/or transational cooperation

Bonifacio Strait Pilots is a prime example of  "cross-sectoral and

transnational cooperation". The constant support and cooperation between the

Italian Pilots Federation and the Italian Coast Guard's General Command

together with the French Federation of Maritime Pilots have all contributed in

bringing attention to the endeavour.  Moreover, the continuing teamwork

preformed by French and Italian Pilots in offering and maintaining an active

Pilotage service in the Strait clearly attest to the commitment and resolution

of all those involved.

It is unfortunate to report that to date there fails to be any viable

political support for this project from either nation.  This remains the only

missing link in consolidating the intent and realization of Pilotage in the

Strait of Bonifacio.  

you tube link of presentation: https://youtu.be/vocuf9VrrA0

*

*
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Should you wish,please upload here any supporting material such as videos, pictures, documents or
links to accompany your application:

Please note that, once the selection process will end, the finalists will be contacted to send a
short video presenting themselves and the reason why they have applied to this competition.
Should you have already a video to send us, please upload it through the button below.

32e438e6-9e5b-44f5-918a-1aee0086b30a/2011_-_MEPC_62_24_add.1_Annex_22.pdf
ab490f93-c0dd-408f-be81-e9ab8642d17a/2012_-_Studio_UE_-_summary_report_on_VTS_and_Pilotage.pdf
82f48c0d-aedd-4e54-94de-e929068a0f64/BSP_-_link_presentation.doc
5678537f-7150-4602-a792-6c0074d4bdff/letter_of_praise_Coast_Guard_General_Commander.pdf

Applicant details

If you are applying as a person:

Name:

Surname:

Age ( ):if you are interested into the "Rising Blue Star of the Year" award

Gender :(if you are interested into the "Woman of the Year in the Blue Economy" award)

Female
Masculine

Address:
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Telephone:

Email address:

If you are applying as an organisation or a company:

Name of the organisation/company:

BONIFACIO STRAIT PILOTS

Address of the organisation/company:

c/o Stazione Marittima Isola Bianca - 07026 OLBIA (ITALY)

Name of the representative of the organisation/company:

Francesco

Surname of the representative of the organisation/company:

BANDIERA

Age of the representative ( ):if he/she is interested into the "Rising Blue Star of the Year" award

43

Gender of the representative (if you are interested into the "Woman of the Year in the Blue Economy"
):award

Female
Masculine

Address of the organisation/company:

Telephone:
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Telephone:

0039.347.7001523

Email address:

francescobandiera@fedepiloti.it

Final steps

A jury of independent experts will select the possible 9 finalists and 3 winners.

The winners will be announced and awarded at the Gala Dinner of the Blue Economy
Business & Science Forum that will take place at the International Maritime Museum of
Hamburg. Finalists will be invited to attend the 2-day conference as well.

* Declaration of honour:
I herewith confirm that all provided information by me in this application is true and I am willing to agree
on the official competitions rules

Show

Contact

Alessia.CLOCCHIATTI@ec.europa.eu

*




